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The relaxation-induced dipolar modulation enhancement (RIDME) technique allows the determination of distances and distance distributions in pairs containing two paramagnetic metal centers, a paramagnetic metal center and an organic radical, and, under some conditions, also in pairs of organic radicals. The strengths of the RIDME technique are its simple setup requirements, and the absence of bandwidth limitations for spin inversion which occurs through relaxation. A strong limitation of the RIDME technique is the background decay, which is often steeper than that in the double electron electron resonance experiment, and the absence of an appropriate description of the intermolecular background signal. Here we address the latter problem and present an analytical calculation of the RIDME background decay in the simple case of two types of randomly distributed spin centers each with total spin $S = 1/2$. The obtained equations allow the explanation of the key trends in RIDME experiments on frozen chelated metal ion solutions, and singly spin-labeled proteins. At low spin label concentrations, the RIDME background shape is determined by nuclear-driven spectral diffusion processes. This fact opens up a new path for structural characterization of soft matter and biomacromolecules through the determination of the local distribution of protons in the vicinity of the spin-labeled site.

1. Introduction

Pulse dipolar EPR spectroscopy (PDS) is a valuable tool for the study of macromolecular structures and conformational changes therein. 1–4 The PDS technique is designed to detect the magnetic dipolar interaction within pairs of paramagnetic species from which the spin–spin distances and distance distributions can be extracted. This approach finds application particularly in structural biology. The experiments are typically performed in vitro at low temperatures with frozen glassy buffer/cryoprotectant mixtures, but they can also be conducted with frozen cells, 5–8 or in vitro at ambient temperatures. 9,10

Site-directed spin labelling is used to attach paramagnetic moieties at specific sites in diamagnetic biomacromolecules. 11–14 Different types of spin labels and matching PDS experiments are available. For organic radical-based spin labels, typically, the four pulse double electron–electron resonance (DEER) technique, 15–18 the double-quantum coherence (DQC) technique 19,20 or the single-frequency technique for refocusing (SIFTER) 21 is applied.

In cases of spin labels with broad EPR spectra, as in the case of most of the metal ion-based spin labels, there are two main types of PDS techniques to consider:

(i) First, the DEER experiment can be performed with broadband frequency-modulated pulses. 22–24 This requires an experimental setup with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) and a broadband resonator, as well as a microwave bridge with a high power output. Such setups became only available over the last few years. Yet, in quite a few cases the ratio between the EPR spectral width and bandwidth of broadband pulses is still unfavorable, so that the necessary frequency offset in two-frequency PDS experiments, such as DEER, is difficult to achieve.

(ii) Alternatively, a version of the RIDME experiment 25,26 can be used. In this experiment, the inversion pulse is substituted by spin flips of the coupling partner due to the longitudinal relaxation process. This experiment has a virtually infinite ‘pump bandwidth’ and works irrespective of the resonance frequency offset between the two spins.

Over the last four years, several studies have reported on RIDME with pairs of paramagnetic metal centers, 27–31 or pairs of an organic radical and a paramagnetic metal center. 32–37 These studies demonstrated the overall good performance of the RIDME technique for such systems. To appropriately analyze the RIDME data in practically important cases, it is necessary to correctly
discriminate between the so-called intramolecular form factor contribution and the intermolecular background contribution. While this step is rather well understood for the DEER technique, no systematic RIDME background study has been reported so far. In this work we report on such a RIDME background analysis for frozen solutions of paramagnetic metal complexes.

The key contributions to the RIDME background decay come from electron-electron and electron-nuclear spectral diffusion processes. To analyze these processes, two main approaches have been described. The first one utilizes the “many small steps” diffusion-like model of the evolution of the spin packet. This approach leads to a version of the one-dimensional diffusion equation over the frequency coordinate. It is well suited, for instance, in the hole-burning experiments, to describe the transfer of non-equilibrium polarization through the EPR spectrum due to the electron-electron flip-flops, which include the excited spins. This approach is, however, not suited to describe the small changes of the local field due to the changes of the directions of the surrounding spins, in case that the detected spins do not flip. Furthermore, this description is not applicable to the electron-nuclear spectral diffusion process. The second approach, more appropriate for the RIDME background problem, assumes a number of instantaneous jumps of the B spins, which can lead to a change of the A-spin precession frequency of any physically feasible magnitude. In the work by Klauder and Anderson the main principles of such an approach have been defined and good results were obtained for short evolution times, where a homogeneous Markov process can be assumed. Later, Mims critically discussed the results of the study by Klauder and Anderson and made calculations for the other limiting case of long evolution times with large average numbers of B-spin flips. Following these studies, Hu and Hartmann described a generally applicable approach and performed general-case calculations for the free induction decay, as well as for the two- and three-pulse echo sequence.

The present paper is organized as follows: first, in the Theoretical section, following the approach of Hu and Hartmann, we derive an analytic equation for the spectral diffusion terms in the RIDME experiment under the assumption of mono-exponential longitudinal relaxation of B spins for an S = 1/2 system. Then we discuss the main properties of the derived expressions, the consequences of non-mono-exponential longitudinal relaxation and the corrections that would appear for high-spin paramagnetic centers. After describing the experimental procedures, we present relaxation data and RIDME background measurements on complexes of the paramagnetic Gd(III) ions under different conditions (RIDME background data for Mn(n) and Cu(n) are given in the ESIT). We compare the experimental trends with the qualitative predictions of the simplified theoretical model. We conclude by discussing the observed dependencies and relating them to the practical aspects of RIDME measurements on spin-labeled macromolecules.

2. Theoretical background

In Fig. 1 the five-pulse version of the RIDME pulse sequence is shown, which was introduced by Milikisyants et al. to circumvent the detection dead time of the original three pulse RIDME experiment. The first pulse creates electron coherence on the on-resonant spins [A-spins] and the second pulse refocuses the transverse magnetization of the A-spins at time $t = 2d_A$, forming a primary spin echo. The first $\pi/2$ pulse of the mixing block stores half of the electron coherence along the z-direction in the form of polarization grating. Spectral diffusion processes erase parts of the polarization grating during the mixing time $T_{mix}$. The second $\pi/2$-pulse of the mixing block flips the stored magnetization back into the transverse plane, where it is then detected after a final refocusing $\pi$ pulse.

To derive an analytic expression for the RIDME background for $S_A = S_B = 1/2$ species we follow the approach of Hu and Hartmann with some necessary adaptations. A qualitative discussion for the $S > 1/2$ case will follow after the derivation.

We consider a reference frame rotating with the Larmor frequency of the A-spins so that the time evolution of the spin-packet magnetization is described by the dipolar term in the spin Hamiltonian. Note that the Larmor frequencies of A and B spins are assumed to be sufficiently different for B spins not being excited by the pulses. This is a good approximation in the RIDME experiment, since it is mostly applied to the systems where at least on spin type exhibits a broad EPR spectrum. In such a case the overlap of the resonance frequencies of A and B spins within the excitation bandwidth of the microwave pulses would have low probability, which can be neglected in the calculations. We can, thus, assume that B spins stay along the external field, so that for an isolated A-B spin pair we obtain for the RIDME signal:

$$f(t_1) = \exp \left[ \int_0^{t_{RVE}} i\omega(t)dt \right]. \tag{1}$$

Here, the RIDME signal $f$ is detected at the time $t_{RVE}$, at which the refocused virtual echo is formed. This signal $f$ depends on time $t_1$, at which the mixing block in the RIDME sequence starts. We abbreviate the delay time between the first $\pi/2$ and the first $\pi$ pulse to be $d_A$, the duration of the RIDME mixing block to be $T_{mix}$, and the time between the primary Hahn echo and the second $\pi$ pulse to be $T_{mix} + d_2$ (see Fig. 1). With these abbreviations, the position of the refocused virtual echo is equal to $2d_A + 2d_2 + T_{mix}$ after the first $\pi/2$ pulse. The dipolar frequency $\omega_d$ in the A-B pair depends on the length $r_{AB}$ of the...
spin–spin vector and angle \( \theta_{AB} \) between this vector and the external magnetic field:

\[
\omega_d(r_{AB}, \theta_{AB}) = \frac{\mu_0 g_A g_B \beta_A \beta_B (1 - 3 \cos^2 \theta_{AB})}{4\pi r_{AB}^3}.
\]  

(2)

The remaining symbols in this equation depict fundamental constants, such as vacuum permeability \( \mu_0 \), and \( g \)-values and electron or nuclear magnetons for A and B spins \((g_{A,B})\). To describe the time evolution in eqn (1), we introduce a sign factor \( s(t) \) of phase accumulation, which is chosen as +1 right after the primary (\( \pi/2 \))-pulse. This factor changes its sign at every refocusing (\( \pi \))-pulse, and is zero during the RIDME mixing block, where the magnetization is along \( z \) and does not accumulate phase. For the refocused virtual echo we have \( s(t) = +1 \) for \( t < d_1 \), \( s(t) = -1 \) for \( d_1 < t < 2d_1 + t_1 \), \( s(t) = 0 \) for \( 2d_1 + t_1 < t < 2d_1 + t_1 + T_{\text{mix}} \), \( s(t) = -1 \) for \( 2d_1 + t_1 + T_{\text{mix}} < t < 2d_1 + d_2 + T_{\text{mix}} \), and \( s(t) = +1 \) for \( 2d_1 + d_2 + T_{\text{mix}} < t < 2d_1 + 2d_2 + T_{\text{mix}} \). This is schematically shown in blue in Fig. 1. The refocusing condition \( \int_0^{T_{\text{mix}}} s(t) dt = 0 \) is fulfilled, meaning that phase accumulation due to both the resonance offset and the dipole–dipole coupling cancels. Furthermore, we have to analyze the case, when B-spins spontaneously flip at any time point \( t' \) during the transverse evolution of the A spin. This is described by an additional factor \( h(t_1, t) \) which starts at the value +1 at the beginning of the time evolution and changes its sign each time, when the B spin flips. After these additions, eqn (1) changes to

\[
f(t_1) = \exp \left[ \int_0^{T_{\text{mix}}} s(t) h(t_1, t) dt \right].
\]  

(3)

We need to consider only the contribution of \( \omega_d \) to \( \omega \), since the B-spin flips affect only the sign of this contribution and we have already shown that \( s(t) \) cancels all other contributions. The many-spin solution is obtained, if we multiply the contributions from all B spins:

\[
f_N(t_1) = \prod_{k=1}^{N} \exp \left[ \int_0^{T_{\text{mix}}} s(t) h_k(t_1, t) dt \right] = \exp \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{N} \int_0^{T_{\text{mix}}} s(t) h_k(t_1, t) dt \right].
\]  

(4)

To describe the macroscopic ensemble, we have to average eqn (4) over all spatial positions of the B-spins (\( r \) and \( \theta \)), as well as over all possible realizations of the \( h(t) \) processes:

\[
F(t_1) = \prod_k \left\langle \exp \left[ \int_0^{T_{\text{mix}}} s(t) h_k(t_1, t) dt \right] \right\rangle_{r, \theta}.
\]  

(5)

Here we assumed that the position and flip trajectory of each B spin are statistically independent of those of the other spins in the sample. Before averaging over the random \( h(t) \) trajectories, we make the following simplifications. First, we assume that the average number of B-spin flips during the transverse evolution part of the refocused RIDME pulse sequence is small, so that only trajectories with one or zero B-spin flips are statistically relevant. It is equivalent to \( T_{1,B} > T_{\text{mix}} \), since the total time of A-spin phase acquisition cannot be much larger than the phase memory time \( T_{\text{mix}} \) of the A spins. This assumption excludes the mixing block time, where a spin magnetization relaxes with \( T_{1,A} \) and where we allow an arbitrary number of B-spin flips. In practice, one often works under the condition \( T_{1,B} > 2T_{\text{mix}} \). GD(n)-Gd(m) RIDME experiments can be performed at \( T_{1,B} > T_{\text{mix}} \) (this work) but this condition is not optimal for distance measurements. In the applications of dipolar spectroscopy, the length of the transverse evolution part of the RIDME experiment is rarely longer than \( 3T_{\text{mix}} \) and the average number of B-spin flips during this time is usually less than one. In this work we did measure somewhat longer traces to obtain the full shapes of the RIDME background decays. Such long measurements up to the times where the background decayed nearly to zero are typically not relevant in distance measurements. Under the condition of an average less than one B-spin flip, according to the Poisson distribution law, with \( \lambda = (2d_1 + 2d_2)/2T_{1,B} \) the probability for \( k \) flips of the B spin \( P_k(t_1) = e^{-\lambda} \lambda^k/k! \) becomes small quickly for \( \lambda < 1 \) and \( k > 1 \). In fact, for \( \lambda < 0.5 \) all probabilities for \( k = 3, 4, \ldots \) can be neglected to a good approximation, and the cases with \( k = 2 \) can be considered as a ‘weak perturbation’. For example, at \( \lambda = 0.5 \) we have \( P_0(t_1) \approx 0.606, P_1(t_1) \approx 0.303, P_2(t_1) \approx 0.076, \) and \( P_3(t_1) \approx 0.013 \). At \( \lambda = 0.2 \) we have \( P_0(t_1) \approx 0.819, P_1(t_1) \approx 0.164, P_2(t_1) \approx 0.016, \) and \( P_3(t_1) \approx 0.001 \).

Second, we assume for the moment that during the first Hahn echo block of duration \( 2d_1 \), which is much shorter than \( T_{1,B} \), in most cases, no B-spin flips occur. Thus, we only consider B-spin flips in the time period from the primary Hahn echo until the refocused virtual echo, which is used for detection of the RIDME signal. The consequence of including the first Hahn echo block into the calculations is discussed at the end of this section.

Let us first discuss the mixing block of length \( T_{\text{mix}} \). We can compress the mixing block into a single point in the time evolution diagram (see Fig. 1), indicating that during this time \( s(t) = 0 \) and that no dipolar phase accumulation takes place. If the B spin flips an odd number of times during the mixing time \( T_{\text{mix}} \), this corresponds to the inversion of the sign of the dipolar frequency. The probability of an odd number of flips can be computed as:

\[
p_m = e^{-W T_{\text{mix}}} \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} W^{2k} \int_{T_{\text{mix}}}^{T_{\text{mix}}} dt_1 \int_{T_{\text{mix}}}^{T_{\text{mix}}} dt_2 \cdots \int_{T_{\text{mix}}}^{T_{\text{mix}}} dt_{2k+1}.
\]  

(6)

\[
= \frac{1}{2} (1 - e^{-2WT_{\text{mix}}}).
\]

In eqn (6) the flip rate \( W \) has to be related to the longitudinal relaxation time as \( T_{1,B} = 1/2W \). If the number of B-spin flips is even, then no sign change for the dipolar frequency occurs. The probability of such an event is equal to

\[
p_m = e^{-W T_{\text{mix}}} \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} W^{2k} \int_{T_{\text{mix}}}^{T_{\text{mix}}} dt_1 \int_{T_{\text{mix}}}^{T_{\text{mix}}} dt_2 \cdots \int_{T_{\text{mix}}}^{T_{\text{mix}}} dt_{2k}.
\]  

(7)

\[
= \frac{1}{2} (1 + e^{-2WT_{\text{mix}}}).
\]

Additionally, let the probability be \( q \) when no B-spin flips occur during the transverse evolution time, and the probability
be \( p \) when one B-spin flip occurs during this time. We can approximately write that \( p = \lambda/(1 + \lambda) \) and \( q = 1/(1 + \lambda) \).

Thus, we need to consider four different cases. Case 1 corresponds to the situation when no B-spin flips occur during the transverse evolution of A spins, and an even number of B-spin flips occurs during the mixing time \( T_{\text{mix}} \). The probability of this event is 

\[
P_1 = q q_{\text{m}}.
\]

Case 2 corresponds to no B-spin flips during the transverse evolution of A spins, and an odd number of B-spin flips during the mixing time. The probability of this event is 

\[
P_2 = q p_{\text{m}}.
\]

Case 3 has one B-spin flip during the transverse evolution time, and an even number of B-spin flips during the mixing block, with \( P_3 = p q_{\text{m}} \), and, finally, case 4 has one B-spin flip during the transverse evolution and an odd number of B-spin flips during the mixing block, with the probability \( P_4 = p p_{\text{m}} \).

We now compute the absolute values of the trajectory integrals of the form

\[
I_l(t_1, t') = \left| \int_0^{2t} s(t) h_l(t_1, t_1', \tau) d\tau \right|,
\]

with \( l = 1, 2, 3, \) and 4, according to the four listed cases, and assuming that the random flip of the B spin (if it happens) takes place at the time \( t' \). We obtain \( I_1 = I_2 = 2t_1 \), \( I_3 = 2t' \) for \( t' < d_2 \), and \( I_4 = 2(2d_2 - t') \) for \( d_2 < t' < 2d_2 \). In case 4, we obtain for \( t' < d_2 \) the value \( I_4 = 2|t_1 - t'| \), and for \( t' > d_2 \) we can write \( I_4 = 2|t_1 + t' - 2d_2| \). Averaging over all equally probable times \( t' \) can be done according to equation:

\[
I_l(t_1) = \frac{1}{2d_2} \int_0^{2d_2} I_l(t_1, t') dt'.
\]

The integration, according to eqn (9), results in the following correspondences: \( I_1 = I_2 = 2t_1 \), \( I_3 = d_2 \), and \( I_4 = d_2(1 - 2t_1/d_2 + 2t_1^2/d_2^2) \). Let us now return to the derivation of the RIDME background function \( F(t) \). We can assume that every B spin has the same homogeneous spatial probability distribution, and the relative probabilities for the different cases of the stochastic evolution \( h_l(t) \). We can, thus, rewrite the function \( F(t) \) for a large number \( N_B \) of B spins as a product of \( N \) single-pair space-time averages of an identical form:

\[
F(t_1) = \left| \left| \left| \left( \exp \left[ i00_{ij} \int_0^{R_{\text{VME}}(i,j)} s(t) h_l(t_1, t_1', \tau) d\tau \right] \right) \right|_{h, r, b} \right| \right|^N
\]

(10)

Since the very large number of B spins is considered, we can conclude that, according to the central limit theorem, the average number \( N_l \) of the A-B pairs evolving according to the case \( l \) would be equal to \( N_l = P_l N \), and the fluctuations around these numbers will be statistically very small. We can thus rewrite eqn (10) in the form

\[
F(t_1) = \prod_{l=1}^4 \left| \left| \left| \left( \exp \left[ i00_{ij} \int_0^{R_{\text{VME}}(i,j)} s(t) h_l(t_1, t_1', \tau) d\tau \right] \right) \right|_{h, r, b} \right| \right|^N
\]

(11)

Each individual term \( F(t_1) \) can be rewritten as

\[
F(t_1) = \left[ \int_0^{R_{\text{VME}}(i,j)} s(t) h_l(t_1, t_1', \tau) d\tau \right]_{h, r, b} \right|^N
\]

(12)

In the original work, \(^{42}\) Hu and Hartmann demonstrated that spatial averaging results in

\[
F(t_1) = \left[ 1 - \mu_0 \frac{4\pi^2 g_A g_B \beta_A \beta_B}{9 \sqrt{3} h} \int_0^{R_{\text{VME}}(i,j)} s(t) h_l(t_1, t_1', \tau) d\tau \right]_{h, r, b} \right|^N
\]

Using our previously derived results for the time evolution averaging (eqn (9)), we can, thus, write for each case \( F(t_1) \)

\[
F(t_1) = \left[ 1 - \mu_0 \frac{4\pi^2 g_A g_B \beta_A \beta_B}{9 \sqrt{3} h} \frac{P_l}{N_l} \right]_{h, r, b} \right|^N
\]

(13)

and, for large \( N_l \), arrive at the formula

\[
F(t_1) = \exp[-\Delta \omega_{1/2} P_l h].
\]

Here we used the abbreviation

\[
\Delta \omega_{1/2} = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{4\pi^2 g_A g_B \beta_A \beta_B}{9 \sqrt{3} h} \frac{N}{V}
\]

for the average dipolar frequency between A and B spins, where the spin concentration \( N/V \) is proportional to the inverse cube of the average spin–spin distance \( r_{AB} \). We mark in these equations that A and B spins might have different \( g \)-values \( (g_A \) and \( g_B) \) and might be characterized by different electron or nuclear magnetons \( \beta_A \) and \( \beta_B \). The full equation for the RIDME background function is thus

\[
F(t_1) = \exp \left[ -\Delta \omega_{1/2} \sum_{l=1}^4 P_l h \right].
\]

(15)

We can now write explicitly all exponential terms

\[
-\frac{\ln F(t_1)}{\Delta \omega_{1/2}} = \frac{2 T_{1,B} \left( 1 - e^{-t_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}} \right)}{2(2T_{1,B} + 2d_2)} 2t_1 + \frac{2d_2 \left( 1 + e^{-t_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}} \right)}{2(2T_{1,B} + 2d_2)} d_2
\]

(16)

\[
+ \frac{2d_2 \left( 1 - e^{-2t_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}} \right)}{2(2T_{1,B} + 2d_2)} \left( 1 - \frac{2t_1}{d_2} + \frac{2t_1^2}{d_2^2} \right).
\]

(17)

They can be separated into terms, which depend on the time \( t_1 \), where the mixing block starts,

\[
-\frac{\ln F(t_1) - \ln F_0}{\Delta \omega_{1/2}} = \frac{1 - e^{-t_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}}}{T_{1,B} + d_2} ((T_{1,B} - d_2)t_1 + t_1^2).
\]

(18)
and those which do not vary with $t_1$ and correspond to a constant attenuation of the RVE,

$$\frac{\ln F_0}{\Delta \omega_{1/2}} = \frac{d_1^2}{T_{1,B} + d_2}. \quad (19)$$

If we assume $d_2 \ll T_{1,B}$, then for the non-varying factor $F_0$ we arrive at the same equation as for the two-pulse echo decay in the original work of Hu and Hartmann: $F_0 = F_{2p}(d_2) = \exp(-\Delta \omega_{1/2}d_2^2/T_{1,B})$.

We finally arrive at a compact representation of the RIDME background contribution due to spectral diffusion in the A–B spin system, which can be written as follows:

$$F(t) = F_0 \exp[-\Delta \omega_{1/2}(2t_1 + \beta t_1^2)]. \quad (20)$$

The value $\Delta \omega_{1/2}$ is defined above, and the factors $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are defined as

$$\alpha = \frac{T_{1,B} - d_2}{T_{1,B} + d_2} \left(1 - e^{-T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}}\right), \quad (21)$$

$$\beta = \frac{1 - e^{-T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}}}{T_{1,B} + d_2}. \quad (22)$$

If we consider the case of a DEER experiment in the presence of random flips of the B spins, the derivation of the background function $F(t)$ would be similar. However, the pump pulse in DEER is rather short in time and we can neglect any spontaneous B-spin flips during the pump pulse. The inversion probability of the pump pulse $\lambda_p$ would in this case substitute the probability of the odd number of B-spin flips during the RIDME mixing block.

If we substitute the above equations $p_m$ by $\lambda_p$ and $d_m$ by $1 - \lambda_p$, we, thus, obtain the equation for the background shape in the DEER case. This equation would, however, neglect the instantaneous diffusion due to the microwave pulses at the detection frequency. The combined action of the instantaneous and spectral diffusion was considered for the cases of some standard pulse sequences.43

For the RIDME background signal, it is feasible to assume that spectral diffusion is the major factor.

Eqn (20)–(22) allow us to discuss some general properties of the RIDME background function: first, both linear and quadratic terms in the exponent scale in the same way upon increasing the ratio $T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}$. When $T_{\text{mix}} \ll T_{1,B}$, the $z$ and $\beta$ coefficients are small, and depend approximately linearly on $T_{\text{mix}}$. They monotonically grow with increasing $T_{\text{mix}}$ and reach limiting values $z_{\infty} = (T_{1,B} - d_2)/(T_{1,B} + d_2)$ and $\beta_{\infty} = 1/(T_{1,B} + d_2)$, when $T_{\text{mix}} \gg T_{1,B}$. Second, the coefficients $z$ and $\beta$ depend in different ways on $d_2$ and $T_{1,B}$. When $d_2$ increases for given values of $T_{\text{mix}}$ and $T_{1,B}$, both $z$ and $\beta$ decrease, and the relative magnitude of the linear term in the exponent gets weaker as compared to the quadratic term. As a consequence, changing the length of the measured RIDME trace affects the shape of the background function. As we discuss in the following sections, this effect is, indeed, experimentally observed in regimes when $T_1$ and $T_{\text{mix}}$ times of the paramagnetic species differ by less than an order of magnitude. If we reduce $T_{1,B}$, for example, by increasing the measurement temperature, with constant values of $T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}$ and $d_2$, then the linear-term coefficient $z$ decreases, while the quadratic-term coefficient $\beta$ increases. Third, both the linear and the quadratic term in the exponent are proportional to the concentration of the paramagnetic species via the factor $\Delta \omega_{1/2}$. Fourth, the quadratic terms in the exponent appear only in case 4, when B-spin flips occur both during the mixing block and during the transverse evolution of the A spins. When $2d_2 \ll T_{1,B}$ the RIDME background decay in the present model turns almost perfectly exponential.

It is worth mentioning once again that these equations are rather accurate only up to the value $d_2 = T_{1,B}/2$. The apparent problem that the term $T_{1,B} - d_2$ becomes negative at $d_2 > T_{1,B}$ is then of no concern, since this happens outside of the validity range. At such lengths of the RIDME experiment, more than a single B-spin flip needs to be considered during the transverse evolution of A spins, and, thus, the equations need to be modified. For the complexes studied in this work, at a temperature of 30 K and, for long traces, even sometimes at 20 K, our assumptions do not always hold (see Table S2 in the ESI). The above calculations can be extended to the case of the full 5-pulse RIDME experiment, which would then include the dependency on the first interpulse delay of the primary echo block, $d_1$. The derivation is lengthier than that detailed here, due to more possible spin–flip pathways. However, the final result has the same form as eqn (19)–(22), namely,

$$\frac{\ln F_{5p,0}}{\Delta \omega_{1/2}} = \frac{d_1^2 + d_2^2}{T_{1,B} + d_1 + d_2}, \quad (23)$$

$$F_{5p}(t_1) = F_{5p,0} \exp[-\Delta \omega_{1/2}(2z_{5p} + \beta_{5p}t_1^2)], \quad (24)$$

$$z_{5p} = \frac{T_{1,B} - (d_1 - d_2)}{T_{1,B} + d_1 + d_2} \left(1 - e^{-T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}}\right), \quad (25)$$

$$\beta_{5p} = \frac{1 - e^{-T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}}}{T_{1,B} + d_1 + d_2}. \quad (26)$$

Importantly, the relative contribution of the mono-exponential versus the Gaussian decay is larger for longer $d_1$ at the same $d_2$. Of course, since we assume zero or one B-spin flip during the transverse evolution time $2(d_1 + d_2)$, the ratio $(d_1 + d_2)/T_{1,B}$ must be small and, accordingly, the mentioned effect must be weak. If the value $d_1$ in eqn (25) and (26) increases with all other parameters being constant, then the coefficient $z_{5p}$ stays unchanged, neglecting contributions which scale with the power law $(d_1/T_{1,B})^2$ or higher. At the same time, the coefficient $\beta_{5p}$ decreases, thus making the overall decay of the RIDME background function slower. This is counterintuitive, but results from compensation between the average phase acquisition in the $d_1$ and $d_2$ intervals.

Mono-exponential longitudinal relaxation of B spins is a rather strong simplification that we used here to derive the analytic equations. In practice, in frozen glassy solvent mixtures, one observes distributions of $T_1$ times, which are rather well described by stretched exponential decay functions. We, thus, can speculate that the real RIDME background shape will also be similar to a stretched exponential, and the stretching parameter will decrease when we change the experimental conditions in...
favor of the linear term, while it will increase, when we favor the quadratic term in eqn (20) and (24).

In the case of high-spin B species, such as Gd(III)\textsuperscript{27,28,44}, or Mn(II)\textsuperscript{30,31,35} ions, the number of possible random trajectories for \(h(t)\) would be yet larger, since at each B-spin flip the dipolar frequency might change by one, two, or more units of \(\nu_B\). However, the combination of linear and quadratic terms in the exponent would stay on, and the qualitative trends with respect to the changes of the critical parameters \(T_{\text{mix}}\) and \(T_{\text{r},\text{B}}\) would be the same.

Note that the derived equations also hold true, for instance, for the nuclear spin-induced spectral diffusion contribution to the RIDME background function. There could also be situations, when both electron and nuclear B spins play an important role in the RIDME background. In such cases, one also has to consider “interference contributions” when the flip during the transverse evolution time is due to one type of B spins, while the flip during the mixing block is due to another B-spin type. In particular, for describing such contributions, one would need to treat the situation with two unequal \(\Delta\nu_{\text{1/2}}\) values of the electron and the nuclear spin flip events, which can have similar strength since, for instance, the lower magnetic moment of the protons can be compensated by their large concentrations in H\(_2\)O–glycerol mixtures. Note further that the RIDME background equations would also be applicable to the case of pairs of paramagnetic centers “slow spin”–“fast spin”, with non-identical A and B spins, which might have relaxation times differing by orders of magnitude.

3. Experimental and analysis details

3.1. Sample preparation

The background decay behaviour was studied with Gd(III), Mn(II), and Cu(II) complexes formed with the ligand MOMethyl–PyMTA as well as on a single mutant (Q388C) of the cysteine-free RNA recognition motifs 34 (RRM34) of the poly(pyrimidine) tract binding protein labeled with Gd-DOTA. The syntheses of Gd–PyMTA and Mn–PyMTA are described in ref. 30, 45 and 46. The synthesis of Cu–PyMTA is given in the ESI. The compound solutions were filled into 0.5 mm i.d./0.9 mm o.d. quartz capillaries for W-band and 3 mm o.d. quartz capillaries for Q-band measurements, respectively. The samples were subsequently shock-frozen by immersion into liquid nitrogen before insertion into the precooled microwave cavity. For metal-ion–PyMTA stock solutions in D\(_2\)O were diluted to final concentrations in the range of 25 to 500 \(\mu\)M, either with 1:1 (v:v) D\(_2\)O/glycerol-\(d_6\) or 1:1 (v:v) H\(_2\)O/glycerol mixture. Protein expression and purification is described in ref. 47. The RRM34 mutant Q388C was labeled with Gd-maleimide–DOTA according to ref. 48. 550 \(\mu\)M stock solutions in a low salt buffer (10 mM NaPO\(_4\), 20 mM NaCl, pH = 6.5) were diluted 1:10 (v:v) in either D\(_2\)O or H\(_2\)O. Both solutions were then diluted 1:1 (v:v) in glycerol-\(d_6\).

3.2. EPR measurements

W band EPR experiments were performed using a commercial Bruker Elexsys E680 X/W band spectrometer as well as using a modified Bruker Elexsys E680 W band spectrometer,\textsuperscript{19–51} both operating at about 94 GHz. For the latter spectrometer, a home-built ENDOR cavity with a microwave frequency bandwidth of 130 MHz was used.\textsuperscript{49} The commercial spectrometer was equipped with a Bruker TE011 resonator. Q-band data were acquired using a Bruker Elexsys E580 Q band spectrometer equipped with a home-built cavity operating at about 34.5 GHz.\textsuperscript{18,52} A helium flow cryostat (ER 4118 CF, Oxford Instruments) was used to adjust the measurement temperature to 10, 20 or 30 K.

Echo-detected (ED) field-swept EPR spectra were acquired using a Hahn-echo pulse sequence \(t_\text{p} - \tau - 2t_\text{p} - \tau\) with a pulse length \(t_\text{p}\) of 12 ns. The interpulse delay \(\tau\) was set to 400 ns. The power to obtain the \(\pi/2 - \pi\) pulses was set at the central transition of the Gd(III) spectrum by nutation experiments. Longitudinal relaxation measurements were performed using an inversion recovery sequence \(t_{\text{inv}} - T - t_\text{p} - \tau - 2t_\text{p}\), in which the delay \(T\) was incremented starting from 1 \(\mu\)s, \(t_{\text{inv}} = 12\) or 16 ns and \(t_\text{p} = 60\) ns. Stimulated echo decays were recorded using \(t_\text{p} - \tau - t_\text{p} - T - t_\text{p} - \tau\) for different \(\tau\) values, increased \(T\) and \(t_\text{p} = 12\) ns. RIDME data were acquired using the refocused five pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1 with \((\pi/2)\)-pulses being set to 12 ns and \((\pi)\)-pulses to 24 ns. If not explicitly mentioned, the first interpulse delay was set to \(t_1 = 400\) ns and the starting point of the mixing block was set to \(t_{\text{mix}} = -120\) ns (120 ns before the first Hahn echo), while \(t_2\) was adjusted to the required trace length. The mixing time \(T_{\text{mix}}\) was varied to study its influence on the signal evolution, and it is specified in each case in the Results and Discussion section. To remove echo crossings and phase offsets, an eight-step phase cycle was used.\textsuperscript{26} For Q-band measurements, averaging of ESEEM contributions according to ref. 29 was performed.

3.3. Data analysis

Data were analyzed and processed with home-written MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) scripts. In order to extract longitudinal relaxation times \(T_{\text{r}}\), inverted and offset corrected inversion-recovery traces were fitted by stretched exponential functions of the form \(c \exp(-t/T_{\text{r}}^a)\) using a nonlinear least-square fitting criterion based on the function ‘nlfit’ (nonlinear regression) in MATLAB. Errors were extracted from the 95% confidence intervals of the fits using the function ‘nlparci’ (nonlinear regression parameter confidence intervals). Hahn-echo decay traces were processed by removing a constant offset averaged over the last 20 data points. The data were then fitted by stretched exponential functions of the form \(c \exp(-t/T_{\text{r}}^a)\). Errors were extracted from the 95% confidence intervals of the fits.

RIDME traces were fitted by a stretched exponential function (SE model) of the form \(c \exp(-(kt)^{a/3})\), a sum of two stretched exponential functions (SSE model) of the form \(c_a \exp(-(kt)^{a/3}) + c_b \exp(-(kt)^{b/3})\) or a product of two stretched exponential functions (PSE model) of the form \(c \exp(-(kt)^{a/3}) \exp(-(kt)^{b/3})\). If not stated explicitly the SE model was used. Fits were performed with MATLAB scripts, based on the functions ‘lsqcurvefit’ (nonlinear least-squares solver) and ‘nlparci’ (nonlinear regression parameter confidence intervals) from the Optimization and Statistic Toolbox. Similar to the DEER experiment, \(k\) quantifies the density of spins or decay rate and \(d\) is the dimensionality of the fitted function or
stretched exponent. $d = 3$ corresponds to a monoeXponential function and $d = 6$ corresponds to a Gaussian decay function. Errors were estimated from the 95% confidence of the fit. An additional uncertainty was taken into account by varying the starting positions of the fit from 0 to about 200 ns after the zero time point as the region around the zero time point is in some cases distored by an echo-crossing artefact. Note, however, that the MATLAB function mentioned above computes the confidence interval based on an approximate method, using the gradients at the best-fit point. This approach was found to provide good error estimates once the RIDME background trace was decayed to about 30–40% of the initial echo signal. For traces decaying only to about 60%, the errors were estimated manually (see the ESI† for details). The actual relative errors for $d$ were about 10%. For traces decaying by only 10% of the initial value, the error was around 30%, depending in all these cases also on the particular signal-to-noise ratio, which was slightly varying between data sets. The corresponding relative errors for $k$ were systematically smaller than for $d$. The inaccuracies allowed us only to discuss trends in $d$ variations for the sample with 500 μM Gd–PyMTA concentration and for some of the data at 100 μM concentration. The much larger changes in $k$ upon variation of temperature and concentration ensured that all trends observed for $k$ were exceeding the estimated error bars. More details can be found in the Results and discussion section and in the ESI†.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Transverse and longitudinal relaxation in Gd–PyMTA

Fig. 2 shows the transverse and longitudinal relaxation traces measured for Gd–PyMTA in a frozen, glassy D$_2$O/glycerol-d$_8$ matrix in the W band. We observed a strong temperature dependence of the Gd(III) electronic relaxation times $T_1$ and $T_m$ in the investigated temperature range from 10 to 30 K. Transverse relaxation times increase approximately by a factor of two for each temperature decrease of 10 K (see Fig. 2(a)). Longitudinal relaxation measurements (see Fig. 2(d)) exhibit a yet steeper increase of $T_1$ with decreasing temperature. Longitudinal relaxation of the Gd–PyMTA centers is almost unaffected by a change in metal ion concentration from 25 to 500 μM (Fig. 2(e)) and only slightly affected for different detection positions within the EPR spectrum of Gd(III) (see Fig. 2(f)). In contrast, the transverse relaxation rate is significantly increased when the detection is moved away from the central peak in the Gd(III) spectrum (Fig. 2(c)). This phenomenon is related to differences in transverse relaxation of the different Gd(III) electronic transitions, which was previously discussed by Raitsimring et al., and attributed to a ZFS-driven relaxation pathway. Here, however, we are most interested in the relaxation properties at the central peak of the Gd(III) spectrum, since this is the usual detection field position in the RIDME experiment. The field-dependent relaxation properties of high-spin metal centers are an interesting and important topic in itself, which deserves a dedicated study.

The characteristic transverse relaxation time of Gd(III) centers defines the upper limit of the detectable distance range in RIDME experiments. This might still be shortened if the RIDME background decay is too steep. The latter possibility is discussed in the following section. Here we conclude that the transverse evolution for the Gd–PyMTA complex in a deuterated matrix and at a low concentration (25 μM) allows detecting spin echoes after about 80 μs of transverse evolution, which corresponds to a distance of about 14 nm. Note that in this work we used protonated PyMTA and the intramolecular interactions between
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Fig. 2 Transverse (a–c) and longitudinal (d–f) relaxation traces for Gd–PyMTA (1:1 (v:v) D$_2$O:glycerol-d$_8$ matrix) in the W band. The $T_{1(2)}$ times in the panels (a and d) report the times when the decay down to the 1/e level of the initial value is reached. (a and d) Temperature dependence at 25 μM, detection at the magnetic field position of the maximum EPR signal intensity, $B_{max}$. (b and e) Concentration dependence at 20 K, detection at $B_{max}$. (c and f) Dependence of the detection field position at 20 K and 100 μM.
the electron and the proton spins would still make an additional contribution to the electronic relaxation.\(^{55}\)

There is a clear concentration dependence of the shape of the transverse evolution decay curve for Gd–PyMTA. In a deuterated matrix, where the contribution by the electron–nuclear relaxation pathway is relatively weak, there is still a significant difference between the transverse relaxation curves measured at 100 \(\mu\)M and at 25 \(\mu\)M Gd–PyMTA concentration (Fig. 2(b)). Interestingly, while the characteristic 1/e decay time does not change significantly between these two concentrations, the shape of the Hahn echo decay curve clearly changes from a more mono-exponential-like shape for the 25 \(\mu\)M sample to a more bell-like shape for the 100 \(\mu\)M sample. This is a clear indication that the main relaxation mechanisms, contributing to the Hahn echo decay, change within this concentration range. It is likely that at 25 \(\mu\)M Gd–PyMTA concentration nuclear–electron spectral diffusion (NSD) along with ZFS-driven processes dominates the transverse relaxation, while at a concentration of 100 \(\mu\)M electron–electron spectral diffusion (ESD) starts to play a significant role.

Neither transverse nor longitudinal relaxation traces of Gd–PyMTA can be accurately fitted to mono-exponential functions. Most experimental data can be well approximated by stretched exponential functions. However, under some conditions the use of a sum of two stretched exponential functions resulted in a further improvement in the fit quality. A similar situation was observed earlier for nitroxide radicals and related to differences in intra- and solvent-driven relaxation pathways.\(^{55}\) In the present case, this finding might be attributed to the diversity of the local surrounding in the glassy matrix, as well as to the presence of several relaxation pathways. We thus conclude that in frozen glassy solutions, the relaxation data need to be described by a distribution of \(T_{\text{in}}\) and \(T_{\text{r}}\) times. Consequently, distributions of the mono-exponential and the Gaussian decay rates are expected in the spectral diffusion processes during the RIDME experiment. Therefore, stretched exponential shapes are expected for the RIDME background decay, being either of more mono-exponential or more Gaussian character depending on the weighting of the pre-factors \(a\) and \(b\) in eqn (24). Based on the strong change in the transverse relaxation rate (Fig. 2(b)), we assume that, at 500 \(\mu\)M Gd–PyMTA concentration, the ESD processes dominate.

4.2. Stimulated echo decays of Gd–PyMTA

Compared to inversion recovery traces, stimulated echo decay is more sensitive to spectral diffusion and this sensitivity increases with an increase of the first interpulse delay \(\tau\) due to a narrower spacing 1/\(\tau\) (on the angular frequency scale) of the polarization grating with increasing \(\tau\).

The W-band stimulated echo decay data for Gd–PyMTA in a deuterated water/glycerol frozen glassy matrix are shown in Fig. 3. A single homogeneous Markovian process is predicted to produce a mono-exponential dependence on the second delay time \(T\) in stimulated echo experiments.\(^{40}\) The experimental decay shapes are close to stretched-exponential functions and indicate that the assumption of a single homogeneous Markovian process is not sufficient for describing the data. If we consider electron–electron or electron–nuclear dipolar interactions, the width of the distribution of possible effective fields at the spatial point of an A spin is comparable to the strength of a single A–B spin coupling for several B spins which are in the nearest vicinity (among all B spins) of the A spin. Thus, a single B-spin flip might bring the resonance position of the A spin to the other side of the resonance frequency range, over which it can diffuse. Furthermore, the probability of frequency jumps in one or the other direction would correlate with the current resonance frequency of the A spin. For the A spins with effective field at the edges of this distribution and for the A spins with the effective field in the middle of the distribution the probabilities of the corresponding spontaneous increase and decrease of the effective field would not be the same. This breaks Markov’s assumption that the probability distribution is independent of the pre-history of the stochastic process. Fortunately, the calculation routine used in this work allows avoiding this Markovian assumption, and thus is adequate for the description of the present case of spectral diffusion.

In the absence of spectral diffusion, the stimulated echo decay still contains contributions from the longitudinal relaxation of the electron spins, since the second delay time is varied during the experiment. From the comparison of the data in the three lower panels of Fig. 2 with the data shown in Fig. 3, we conclude that the stimulated echo decay is faster than the longitudinal relaxation decay at all tested conditions. In line with the expectations, the characteristic decay time in the stimulated echo experiment gradually decreases with the increase of \(\tau\). The more pronounced change of characteristic decay time with \(\tau\) for the sample containing 500 \(\mu\)M Gd–PyMTA, as compared to the sample with the 25 \(\mu\)M concentration, can be attributed to either a higher rate of spectral diffusion or a larger average strength of dipolar interactions for the more concentrated sample. To remove the contributions from longitudinal relaxation, constant time measurements, sensitive to spectral diffusion, would be useful. This approach can be realized with the 5-pulse version of the RIDME experiment, where the total times of transverse and longitudinal relaxation are identical for all measurement points.

4.3. Intermolecular background decay in refocused RIDME experiments with Gd–PyMTA

Relations of the relaxation times of the Gd(III)–PyMTA complexes to the delay settings in the refocused RIDME experiment are given in the ESL.\(^{†}\) Fig. 4 shows the five-pulse RIDME background decay data for the Gd–PyMTA complex in frozen deuterated water/glycerol mixtures, as well as a comparison of the characteristic decay time between samples in protonated and deuterated solvents. Fig. 4(a) shows the dependence of the RIDME background decay on the concentration of the Gd(III) centers. The RIDME experiment is very sensitive to spectral diffusion driven mechanisms. Therefore, the changes in decay shape with spin concentration are more systematic than for the transverse relaxation traces in Fig. 2. One can clearly recognize a further increase of the characteristic decay time with decreasing concentration even between the samples with 100 \(\mu\)M and 50 \(\mu\)M Gd–PyMTA concentration.

Fig. 4(b) shows the decrease of the characteristic decay time of the RIDME background trace with increasing mixing time,
which well reproduces the trend predicted by eqn (21), (22), (25) and (26). Conceptually similar and, thus, leading to the same trend, is the decrease of the characteristic decay time with increasing measurement temperature, as shown in Fig. 4(c). An increase in temperature induces shorter $T_{1,B}$ times, and thus the ratio $T_{\text{mix}}/T_{1,B}$ increases at a constant mixing time.

Fig. 4(d) shows a comparison of the RIDME decay for a 25 µM Gd–PyMTA sample in protonated and deuterated water/glycerol. First, note that there is a further increase of the characteristic decay time in the deuterated sample at 25 mM as compared to that at 50 µM as shown in Fig. 4(a). This shows that even at the 50 µM electron spin concentration an electron-driven RIDME decay pathway plays an important role in deuterated solvents. Second, the comparison of the characteristic decay time reveals a drastic change if protons are replaced by deuterium. The coupling of the electron spin to the nuclear spin bath results in rapidly fluctuating environments at the electron spin site. These fluctuations, caused by nuclear spin diffusion, are much more efficient for proton than deuteron spins due to two reasons: (i) a proton spin flip corresponds to a stronger field change at the electron due to the larger magnetic moment of the proton, (ii) proton spin flips occur more frequently, since nuclear spin diffusion results from the coupling between the nuclear spins, which is much stronger for protons than for deuterons. The comparison reveals that the performance of the RIDME technique can be drastically improved by matrix deuteration.

Eqn (21), (22), (25) and (26) predict a slower RIDME background decay for longer delays $d_1$ and $d_2$. This was, indeed, observed experimentally, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a and b) show the trend of the decelerated background decay with an increasing delay $d_1$, while Fig. 5(c) shows the effect for increasing the delay $d_2$. Fig. 5(d) shows the effect for a simultaneous increase of $d_1$ and $d_2$. Note that in some series shown in Fig. 4, it was not possible to always keep the same delay time $d_2$, e.g. for different Gd(III) concentrations or mixing times. The changes in the RIDME background decay times with Gd(III) concentration, mixing time or temperature, shown in Fig. 4 are, however, much larger than the changes with delay time variations in Fig. 5, thus making our previous discussions of the trends still valid.
For instance, in Fig. 4(a) the change of the characteristic decay time between the 300 \( \mu \text{M} \) and 500 \( \mu \text{M} \) samples is larger than 50%, and the length difference in the RIDME background decay traces is about 20%. To compare, a still smaller change of the characteristic decay time is obtained if the length of the RIDME trace is increased more than three times from 3.2 \( \mu \text{s} \) to 10.2 \( \mu \text{s} \), with all other experimental parameters kept constant (Fig. 5(c and d)).

As the pulse sequence settings strongly influence the RIDME background decay, a systematic study of the influence of metal ion concentrations (25, 100, and 500 \( \mu \text{M} \)), measurement temperatures (10, 20, and 30 K) as well as mixing time periods was performed at four fixed pulse sequence settings. The trends obtained from fitting the refocused RIDME background decays with a single stretched exponential decay model to this set of data are illustrated in Fig. 6–8. Fig. 6 shows the dependencies of the dimensionality parameter \( d \) and decay rate constant \( k \) on the normalized mixing time \( T_{\text{mix}}/T_1 \) for three Gd–PyMTA concentrations. The comparison in each panel is shown for one of the three temperatures: 10 K, 20 K or 30 K (left to right), and for one fixed set of delay times \( (d_1, d_2) \). Fig. 7, in turn, shows analogous graphs, comparing in each panel data for the listed three temperatures, while keeping the same Gd–PyMTA concentration, and fixed set of delay times \( (d_1, d_2) \). Finally, Fig. 8 compares the data for the four different time delay sets \( (d_1, d_2) \), with each panel dedicated to one fixed concentration and one fixed temperature. Fig. S6 and S7 (ESI†) show decay rates \( k \) with enlarged vertical axis to better visualize the differences in addition to Fig. 7 and 8, respectively.
In general, for varying experimental conditions, accurate determination of the trends for the dimensionality parameter $d$ was more difficult than for the decay constant $k$, because the relative changes in $k$ were significantly larger. An accurate determination of $d$ and $k$ requires acquisition of RIDME traces, which are longer than the $1/k$ time (for a stretched exponential function this is equal to the $1/e$ time), and this was not always possible in a series of measurements with fixed sequence settings. Nevertheless, for short RIDME traces the product $k/d$ can be determined rather accurately from the initial slope of the trace. Variations of the $d$ parameter fall into the range between 3 and 6, corresponding to the expected range between 3 and 6, corresponding to the expected range between
the monoeXponential and Gaussian decay. A slower decay of the RIDME traces at low Gd–PyMTA concentrations makes the determination of $d$ values less accurate than for the highest tested Gd–PyMTA concentration. Similarly, at the same concentration the $d$ values determined for shorter RIDME traces (shorter delay times $d_1$) are less accurate than for longer ones due the shortened fitting range. Furthermore, at 30 K, where the relaxation times of Gd(m) centers are the shortest among the tested conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio is rather low. Thus, a higher inaccuracy of the fitted parameters is induced at 30 K as compared to those at 10 K and 20 K. The relative changes of $k$ are much larger and, therefore, trends for the $k$ parameter can be also detemined from the measurements with short RIDME traces.

Eqn (21), (22), (25) and (26) predict no change of the dimensionality parameter for varying mixing times. In the experiment, however, we deal with distributions of transverse and longitudinal relaxation times, and the changes may result from a lower contribution of fast-relaxing species at long mixing times. For instance, in some panels, especially for high Gd–PyMTA concentrations and long transverse evolution delay times, there is a trend of decreasing $d$ with increasing mixing time (see, for instance, in Fig. 7 the $d$ dependence on $T_{mix}/T_1$ in the two panels for $500 \mu$M and long $d_2$ and long or short $d_1$). The scenario requires that the longitudinal relaxation time $T_{1A}$ of A spins correlates with the longitudinal relaxation time $T_{1B}$ of B spins in the near vicinity of the given A spin. This might happen, for example if the sample contains regions with slightly better and slightly worse glass quality. In such a sample, if the relaxation time of the A spin is slower than the average value through the whole sample, then the B-spins around this A spin will also relax slower than the average. The distribution of the relaxation times for such a sub-ensemble of B-spins would be narrower than the overall distribution, describing the entire sample. If such areas in the glass would not exist, then the distribution of the relaxation times of B spins around any A spin would be the same.

Another contribution might stem from the combined action of different types of B-spins (e.g. once nuclear spins and once electron spins) during the transverse evolution time and the mixing block. This can lead to interference effects of a more Gaussian or more exponential-like RIDME background shape. The weighting of both contributions would in such cases depend on the length of the mixing time. One might speculate that such trends are sometimes present in the left set of panels in Fig. 7.

A clear and systematic trend for the $d$ parameter can be seen for the $500 \mu$M Gd–PyMTA sample upon temperature variation (Fig. 7). With the increase in the sample temperature the ratio $(d_1 + d_2)/T_{1B}$ becomes smaller, which enhances the relative contribution of the quadratic term, as compared to the linear term in eqn (21), (22), (25) and (26). This trend is still visible for the $100 \mu$M sample. It is, however, absent or within precision of the performed background measurements for the $25 \mu$M sample, where the nuclear spectral diffusion plays a key role in the shape of the RIDME background decay. Apparently, the flip rates of nuclear spins are smaller than for Gd(m) electron spins, and also the nuclear spin flip rates change much slower with temperature in the given temperature range from 10 K to 30 K. Both these effects would lead to the reduction of the magnitude of the discussed change of $d$ with temperature.

Spectral diffusion contributions to the RIDME background shape increase at longer mixing times $T_{mix}$. This is also expressed in eqn (24). The characteristic decay rate $k$ must increase with the increase of the ratio $T_{mix}/T_{1B}$ as well as with the increase of the concentration of the B spins, which is clearly visible in all three Fig. 6–8. The ratio $T_{mix}/T_{1B}$ can be altered by either changing the mixing time, or the longitudinal relaxation of the B spins. The latter can be achieved by increasing the sample temperature, which should lead to shorter $T_{1B}$. In the studied temperature range (10–30 K), this only affects the cases of electron spin dominated mechanisms. For $T_{mix} \ll T_{1B}$ $k$ should monotonically increase, flattening to a plateau for $T_{mix} \gg T_{1B}$ as suggested by eqn (24)–(26). These findings are reproduced in the experiments (Fig. 6) at higher electron spin concentrations. In cases of dominating nuclear-spin mechanisms ($25 \mu$M spin concentration), there seems to be a rather large $T_{1nuc}$ as we observe an almost linearly increasing $k$ in the studied range of $T_{mix}$.

Note that, in Fig. 6–8, we always normalize the mixing time to the electronic longitudinal relaxation time $T_{1e}$. This partially compensates for the effect of changing temperature, so that, for instance, the dependencies of $k$ on normalized mixing time for the $100 \mu$M and $500 \mu$M samples are nearly perfectly identical for the 10 K and 20 K data. Deviations from this trend for the $500 \mu$M sample at 30 K or for the longest sets of transverse delays might be partially due to filtering effects on the relaxation time distributions. Furthermore, at this temperature, the used transverse evolution times $d_1 > 7 \mu$s or $d_2 > 7.2 \mu$s are already in the regime in which they approach $T_{1B}$. This alters the algebraic factors $(|T_{1B}-(d_1-d_2)|/T_{1B}+d_1+d_2)$ and $1/(T_{1B}+d_1+d_2)$ in the equations for $x$ and $\beta$ and it can also lead to deviations from the derived theory due to the sufficiently high probability of more than one B-spin flip during the transverse evolution.

The change of the RIDME background decay coefficients upon changing the delays $d_1$ and $d_2$, illustrated by comparison of the decay traces in Fig. 5, can be seen as systematic trends in Fig. 8. The clearest trend is visible for the $500 \mu$M sample where any increase of either $d_1$ or $d_2$ leads to a smaller $k$, which is predicted by the dependence of the factors $x$ (eqn (21) and (25)) and $\beta$ (eqn (22) and (26)) on $d_1$ and $d_2$. In line with the derived equations, the change of the coefficients is stronger with $d_1$ than with $d_2$. At lower temperatures the trend upon changing $d_2$ becomes somewhat weaker due to the influence of the longitudinal relaxation times of the Gd(m) centers on the coefficients. While this trend can still be recognized for the sample with $100 \mu$M Gd–PyMTA concentration, it is invisibly weak for the $25 \mu$M sample. As discussed above, due to the lower accuracy of $d$ determination, no systematic changes of the $d$ parameter could be determined in the series of transverse delay times with the $25 \mu$M sample.

For the $100 \mu$M and $500 \mu$M samples we observed that for longer dipolar evolution times $d_2$ the background dimensionality $d$ weakly increases. This supports our theory: looking into eqn (21) and (22) it can be seen that $x$ decreases with a factor of $(T_{1} - d_1)$.
faster than $\beta$, which favors a more Gaussian-like decay with a higher dimensionality of the stretching exponent for longer delays $d_2$.

The situation is more complex for a change in the $d_1$ value. The changes in $d$ as well as $k$, predicted by theory, are much smaller upon changing $d_1$ than changing $d_2$. While with increasing $d_1$, $\beta$ is predicted to decrease (eqn (26)), and $\alpha$ at the same time remains approximately constant (eqn (25)). This means, that a lower stretched exponent parameter $d$ would be expected for a longer $d_1$ evolution. In our experimental data, we observe that this parameter, however, increases. The effect is reduced at longer mixing times. The longer first interpulse delay allows a large number of spin flips during the transverse evolution, which might then in some way favor a Gaussian decay shape, yet a mono-exponential decay is favored by the longer mixing block.

Moving the detection position away from the central line of the Gd(III) spectrum leads to an accelerated RIDME background decay by an increase of the decay rate $k$ (see Fig. S4 and S5, ESI†). It is accompanied by a shift of the background dimensionality to a more mono-exponential decay. However, the effect is only observed at short dipolar evolution delays $d_2 = 3.2 \mu s < T_{\text{m, Bouter}}$, where $T_{\text{m, Bouter}}$ stands for the phase memory time of Gd(III) centers at the spectral positions outside of the central peak. For longer delays ($d_2 > T_{\text{m, Bouter}}$) the effect becomes insignificant. We speculate that the increase of the decay rate is driven by a stronger contribution of ZFS-driven flip-flops at the outer transitions. At longer delays $d_2 > T_{\text{m, Bouter}}$, spins with a strong contribution to the transverse relaxation from the ZFS-driven pathway might be already decayed and thus filtered out.

### 4.4. RIDME background decays of a Gd(III) spin-labeled protein sample

In experiments with spin-labeled biomolecules it is sometimes difficult to prepare fully deuterated samples (including both deuterated solvents and deuterated biomolecules). An often more realistic scenario is that the spin-labeled protein stems from expression in protonated media, and is not deuterated, while the buffer solution is fully or partially deuterated. In this case the RIDME background decay may be dominated by the proton-driven NSD mechanism already at higher spin label concentrations. The spin label concentration threshold in such cases will depend on the overall average proton concentration in the sample.

In Fig. 9 a set of RIDME background decays is shown for the two-domain construct RRM34 of PTBP1 spin labeled with Gd(III)–DOTA at residue Q388C, where the native amino acid was substituted by cysteine. The three upper panels show data for a partially deuterated solvent matrix ($\approx 50\%$ protons) composed of protonated water and deuterated glycerol, while the lower three panels present the data for an almost fully deuterated solvent matrix ($< 5\%$ protons).

Comparison of the data in Fig. 9[a and d] reveals that deuteration of the buffer solution significantly increases the characteristic decay time of the RIDME background (by a factor of two to four) and, thus, facilitates measurements of longer spin–spin distances in RIDME experiments. Still, the characteristic decay times in these measurements are significantly shorter than for those of Gd–PyMTA in a fully deuterated solvent mixture, which can be attributed to the protons in the protein. Importantly, for a fixed mixing time (Fig. 9[b and e]) no temperature dependence of the RIDME decay shape was observed, except at 30 K in almost fully deuterated buffer solution. The exception most likely results
from a shorter length of the trace at 30 K, which was enforced by a low sensitivity due to fast transverse relaxation at 30 K. Thus, we conclude that the proton flip rates relevant in the RIDME experiment are constant over the studied temperature range, at least between 10 K and 20 K. This suggests that at these temperatures and the studied concentration the spectral diffusion mechanism is driven by coupling of the electron spin to the surrounding bath, in which proton flips due to dipole-dipole couplings are temperature independent. These findings are also in line with the very strong change of the NSD contribution, once the protons are substituted by deuterium nuclei.

It is important to note that under some conditions the RIDME background decay is not well fitted by a single stretched exponential function as shown in Fig. 10(a). It follows from eqn (24) that the decay function is composed of a product of mono-exponential and Gaussian components. Taking into account the distribution of relaxation times, one could construct a test function which is a product of two stretched exponential functions, with the expectation that one of the two fitted $d$ parameters will appear to be closer to three and the other one – closer to six. However, also fitting the protein RIDME data to a product of two stretched exponential functions does not improve the fit quality, as shown in Fig. 10(b). On the other hand, the trace can be fitted by a single stretched exponential function if the data trace is cut (Fig. 10(c)) or by a sum of two stretched exponential functions (Fig. 10(d)). This can be explained by the assumption that the spin label relaxes in different surroundings, depending on the conformation of the tether between the paramagnetic moiety and the protein backbone. One type of spin label surrounding, corresponding to more compact tether conformations, would contain more protons from the protein and would be characterized by shorter phase memory times $T_m$. The local surroundings of the spin label with more stretched tether conformations would be strongly influenced by the solvent deuterons, and would have a longer $T_m$. Of course, here we talk about a distribution of surroundings and $T_m$ times, rather than about two distinct well-defined spin label states. This is in line with the strong influence of the spatial arrangement and degree of protonation for phase memory times $T_m$ described earlier for DEER experiments.54

The local environmental effects on the spin-label phase memory relaxation time $T_m$ of protonated proteins in deuterated solvents were also found to introduce a dependence on the distance distribution $P(r)$ and on the length of the dipolar evolution period $T_E$.56

4.5. General discussion

The theoretical model, presented in this work, includes only one type of slowly flipping spin with a defined flip rate. The analysis of the experimental RIDME data on frozen solutions of Gd–PyMTA and peptide-bound Gd–DOTA reveals that this simple model is capable of describing the key trends in the shape of the RIDME background decays. Experimental features can be understood using a combination of the presented theoretical model and the assumption of distributed relaxation times for A and B spins. The model predicts a mixture of mono-exponential and Gaussian decay curves for the RIDME background. From analysis of the experimental data we always obtained dimensionality parameters $d$ between 3 (corresponding to the mono-exponential decay) and 6 (corresponding to the Gaussian decay). This is consistent with the theoretical prediction, provided we average the derived theoretical equations over a distribution of $T_{LB}$ times. We see, however, in Fig. 11 that a product of the Gaussian and mono-exponential decay allows a slight improvement of the fits for an almost fully decayed trace. Yet, in many cases the systematic study presented above did not allow us to measure almost fully decayed traces, which makes the analysis more ambiguous and often no significant difference in the fit quality could be observed (see Fig. S2 and S3, ESI†) so that a single stretched exponential model was used for data analysis.

There are some weak trends in the $d$ value, which seem to go above the estimated error bars, and for which some realistic speculations can be constructed based on the assumptions of distributed relaxation times, interference of the spin flips of different types of spins and, eventually, the distribution of the local glass quality throughout the EPR sample. The theoretical model presented here is also helpful in analyzing these scenarios. However, these effects are relatively weak as compared to the main trends for $d$ and $k$.

Importantly, since the overall derivation scheme will not change in the presence of multiple relaxation pathways, for example due to the multi-level high-spin centers or due to several types of B spins, the theoretical model also allows discussing general trends in these, more complicated cases. The

![Fig. 10](attachment:image.png)

Comparison of the fitting range and fitted model for the W-band RIDME background decays at 10 K. Spin-labeled protein mutant RRM34 Q388C in D$_2$O buffer:glycerol-d$_8$. (a) Stretched exponential function fit to full trace; (b) product of two stretched exponential function fit to full trace; (c) stretched exponential function fit to the first part of the trace; (d) sum of two stretched exponential functions fit to full trace. Note that the time traces are scaled to maximum intensity excluding the zero-time artefact.
However, that fitting the background shape for such long RIDME, until direct experimental evidence is provided. Note, or Mn(II) compounds do support the findings for the solvent suggest that Gd(III)–Gd(III) RIDME experiments with maximal time of 50 \( s \) the RIDME background signal was extrapolated to decay function (SE) and a sum of two stretched exponential functions. Note that the measurement are scaled to maximum intensity excluding the zero-time artefact.

By far less exhaustive background measurements on Cu(II) or Mn(II) compounds described in this section (for details see the ESI†). The transverse relaxation data in combination with the RIDME background data for the 25 \( \mu M \) Gd–PyMTA-complex in deuterated solvent suggest that Gd(III)–Gd(III) RIDME experiments with dipolar evolution periods up to 50 \( \mu s \) should be feasible (see Fig. 2(b) and 4(d)). The time of 50 \( \mu s \) corresponds to a decay of the Hahn echo to the 10\% level of its initial intensity. For the \( d_2 \) delay in RIDME experiment set to 50 \( \mu s \) we recorded RIDME background at 25 \( \mu M \) Gd(III) concentration and mixing time of 16 \( \mu s \). According to the fits with a single stretched exponential function (SE) and a sum of two stretched exponential functions (SSE) the RIDME background signal was extrapolated to decay down to 40\% of the initial signal intensity at the proposed maximal time of 50 \( \mu s \). This time corresponds to one full period of dipolar oscillation for a spin–spin distance of approximately 13.5 nm. This distance can be thus taken for now as a rough estimate of the upper detectable distances for Gd(III)–Gd(III) RIDME, until direct experimental evidence is provided. Note, however, that fitting the background shape for such long dipolar evolution times might become difficult due to several decay contributions stemming from differential relaxation if no clear oscillations can be observed. One might consider using reference background measurements in such demanding situations to improve the overall quality of the background correction procedure. Note that if we compare the RIDME background shapes for the Gd(III) samples in fully protonated and fully deuterated solvent (Fig. 4(d)), we find that the change of the characteristic decay time between protonated and deuterated solvent cases exceeds the change in the gyromagnetic ratio between protons and deuterons. This implies that the nature of the nuclear contribution to the RIDME background might be more complicated than just a series of single spin flips. This phenomenon deserves a dedicated study.

For RIDME measurements in orthogonal pairs consisting of one organic radical and one metal center a typical situation would be that the RIDME background shape is mostly determined by the concentration of organic radicals are as a rule significantly longer than those of metal centers. The contribution from organic radicals might, however, become more significant if, for instance, their longitudinal relaxation rates are enhanced due to the presence of metal centers. In cases of unequal concentration of metal centers and organic radicals combined effects of longitudinal relaxation rates and spin concentrations have to be considered, in order to determine if the contributions from any type of paramagnetic species would dominate in the RIDME background shape. Such situations might appear, for instance, in studies of weak interactions between differently spin-labeled biomolecules, where one type of biomolecules needs to be present in excess.

RIDME measurements in biological samples are characterized by the presence of non-homogeneous proton distributions around the spin labels due to the use of deuterated solvents. On the one hand, this complicates the analysis of the intramolecular label-to-label distance distributions, since they are affected by the differences in the proton surrounding for different spin label tether conformations. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the RIDME background shape to the proton concentration can potentially be used as an auxiliary short- or middle-range constraint in biomolecular structure determination studies. It is difficult to define the actual sensitive distance range prior to a dedicated study. As a speculation we could propose that this should exceed the “pure NMR” range of the NOE-based constraints (i.e. \( r < 1 \) nm), and might appear to be comparable or even larger than the typical paramagnetic NMR distance range (between one and a few nanometers). Such a methodology, would, of course, first require detailed investigation of the proton-driven spectral diffusion mechanism, which appears to be more complicated than the electron-driven one. Such a study, which might be also relevant for low-temperature dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), is currently underway in our lab.

Lastly, we would like to point out that some of the pathways considered here can be directly transferred to the case of a DEER experiment in pairs of non-equivalent A–B spins, with fast longitudinal relaxation of B spins. In such an experiment, when the length of the transverse evolution period starts to be comparable to the longitudinal relaxation time of B spins, the
Gaussian decay contributions to the intermolecular DEER decay should appear in the same fashion as the quadratic term in eqn (24) appears due to a B spin flip during the transverse evolution time and one during the mixing block within one stochastic trajectory. Such contributions might be, for instance, present in Gd(III)–Gd(III) DEER, where a non-monoeXponential background is often observed.57,58

5. Conclusions

In this work we provided a theoretical basis for describing the intermolecular RIDME background decay and discussed the most important practical aspects of intermolecular RIDME background measurements and their analysis. An important result of this work is the understanding that the RIDME background shape depends on all time delays in the RIDME pulse sequence and that the RIDME traces measured with different trace lengths need to be compared with care. This is particularly important for reference background measurements for biological applications, where exactly the same delay settings as in the original measurement need to be used in order to obtain the correct background decay shape.

The applicability of the presented theoretical approach goes beyond the formal limitations of the simple A–B spin pair model analyzed in detail here, since more complicated spectral diffusion mechanisms can be described in very similar ways and would result in analogous trends for the RIDME background shape. The particular case of proton-driven electron spectral diffusion appears to be very interesting for elucidation of some steps in polarization transfer from electron spins to the nuclear spin bath. Such information would be valuable for improving low-temperature DNP techniques. Additionally, we propose that an understanding of the proton-driven spectral diffusion mechanism might help construct a RIDME-based approach to study the local or mid-range surrounding of spin labels attached to biomolecules.
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